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DESIGN YOUR OWN 

EARRINGS PARTY



At a Pop and Crackle 'design your own earrings party', all guests are invited to design their very own 2 pairs of
earrings. All elements are supplied so that each attendee can have a play with the elements and create their
earrings. They have the vision and we shall create the masterpieces. We shall assemble each attendees 2 pairs
of earrings on the day so that they can be taken home straight away. 

COST- $55 per person (includes 2 custom pairs of earrings)
TIME - Please allow 2.5hrs for the party, up to 3hrs if you would to chat before starting the deisgn party
LOCATION - parties are held at the hosts location
TOTAL NUMBERS - Maximum number of attendees, including host, is 10. Minimum is 6

EARRING ELEMENTS- 
- A on trend colour palette will be supplied, this will include some on trend colours (that are currently featured
in the P&C collection) along with two patterned collections and neutrals of cream and black. 
- Brass elements and rattan elements
- Surgical steel (hypoallergenic) Stud tops, hooks and hoops

HOST COMMITTMENTS - (Please supply)
- Suitable space with table and chairs to hold the number of attendees
- Space for P&C display along with a space for P&C to put all earrings together (can be on the same table as
attendees) 
- All food and drink (this is up to the host as to what to have, it is not necessary, it is the hosts choice)
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ATTENDEES- 
Each attendee will receive:
- A gift pack with complimentary studs
- 10% off card for any P&C purchases made on the day or can be used on the website post party
- Small chocolate
- Hessian bag to take home earrings in and 
- Their custom designed 2 pairs of earrings

HOST PACK- 
- As part of being the host, the host attendee fee is complimentary
- Host receives the attendee gift pack, a bottle of champagne and their custom designed 2 pairs of earrings

PARTY BOOKINGS- 
All host bookings made from attending a party recieve 10% off their attendees fee for their party- $50 per
person
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To book a party- 

Please email info@popandcrackle.com.au with your name, contact information and date options

to make a booking
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